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Abstract

The challenge to predict the future is the very reason why we developed sophis-
ticated methods to integrate data, whatever the domain of application. In the
context of the subsurface flow characterization, the 4D seismic data reflecting
the reservoir time-lapsed changes as a result of production, requires detailed
processing before derived valuable information is incorporated in a subsurface
model update. This is a highly uncertain time-consuming process with embed-
ded uncertainty, which is still a challenge in data assimilation procedure. In this
study, we propose a new way to the problem of forecasting. A new framework is
proposed to extract a proxy model for front prediction directly from time-lapse
seismic data. Multiple time-lapsed seismic surveys present the evolution of pro-
cesses happening in the subsurface. These, therefore can provide information
on the propagation of saturation fronts. This paper is based on the simple idea
that, different snapshots in time should be able to determine a velocity propaga-
tion of fronts and from this velocity, we can then predict their future unknown
positions. This work applies a modified version of the Eikonal equation and a
modified version of the fast-marching method. This new approach of forecasting
a front position is a fast track prediction of fronts evolution. Also, this approach
is more strongly based on selected information within the data. To test this ap-
proach, we used a water injection scenario from a North Sea reservoir, from
which we generated the synthetic seismic data. We compared the results from
our algorithm with results from the simulation model, showing that with few
data inputs (only two fronts) and a short computing time of 90 seconds, this
method is able to give a good approximation of the waterflood front evolution. It
functions as a rapid solution for front prediction based directly on seismic data,
irrespective of the shape of the front (isolated blobs), with the only prerequisite
being that the sequence of measured fronts is monotonic.
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1. Introduction1

The capability of a model to predict robustly and accurately has been the2

highlights of research for decades. In all different scientific fields the main chal-3

lenge is to fit the model with the measurement or observed data. Instances of4

these data assimilation procedures can be seen in cancer modelling [22], weather5

forecast [21], Oceanography [11] and subsurface modelling [3]. This difficult and6

complex task of data integration generally follows a traditional structure: first a7

mathematical model is developed, followed by assimilation of the observed data8

via an optimization process. This is a model-driven and data-assisted kind of9

approach. In this study we propose starting by building a model automatically,10

from the acquired data alone. This approach is data-driven and model-assisted.11

Our new proposed framework relies on a geometrical description of front prop-12

agation phenomena, and couples fast-marching and shooting methods. This13

geometrical approach, despite being ’natural’ in our context, has not been pre-14

viously studied according to the authors’ knowledge. In addition, this method15

is faster to set up for forecasting.16

17

In this paper, we specifically address the problem of the subsurface data18

assimilation (see [9, 29, 30, 35]). In this domain, model building is based on19

observed data such as geology, well logs and seismic data (as in [2, 10]). One20

of the major contributions in this sector has been the acquisition of time-lapse21

seismic surveys [15]. The development of this technology in the ’70s facilitated22

the spatial capture of subsurface processes, as opposed to the sparse, very local23

data from wells. Consequently, we now have at our disposal seismic surveys to24

update subsurface models through a very specific task of model update called25

Seismic History Matching (SHM) [18, 19, 25]. Seismic history matching has26

been explored for decades, (see [6, 7, 27] for instance) and is still under very27

active investigation [16, 31] with an aim to enhance the reservoir characteri-28

sation and management, such as forecasting saturation fronts and production29

rates [14, 17, 26, 28].30

31

In this study, we propose to focus on one phenomenon: the evolution of32

water saturation fronts in the subsurface. This follows the idea that different33

snapshots of the front in time should be enough to determine the velocity of the34

front (subsequently referred to as mobility). This mobility is an indicator of the35

water saturation spread. In other words, it presents a description of the physical36

properties (permeability, porosity, baffles, faults) in the considered area. We37

aim to determine the heterogeneous distribution of this mobility from two given38

tion (theory and application) and wrote the manuscript. J.D. makes contribution to the devel-
opment of the idea, implementation (theory, coding) and wrote the manuscript. N.O. makes
contribution to the data management and implementation (application) and contributed to
the manuscript.
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positions of the front at different times. There are of course numerous ways to39

achieve this, as there is no unique manner to define the velocity between two40

different positions of an object (only the average velocity is uniquely defined).41

We generate a heterogeneous mobility map, based on the hypothesis that the42

mobility is constant along trajectories (note that there are several trajectories,43

hence the mobility in not constant across the domain). From this, transverse44

heterogeneity rather than longitudinal heterogeneity is captured. The model,45

could easily be enriched a posteriori by adding the information of the loci of46

sharply changing geophysical properties (such as fault lines or barriers) ex-47

tracted from the mobility map.48

49

The aforementioned approach facilitates a prediction (based on only two de-50

lineated fronts) of the unknown future front position by extrapolation, the same51

way the position of a moving object can be extrapolated from two given posi-52

tions. This is a fast track prediction process. Some papers such as [14, 17, 28, 34]53

dealt with seismic front positioning within a traditional HM type of approach.54

This differs from our approach as we do not work on the HM workflow itself,55

but on the dynamics of two fronts only.56

57

In addition, our approach relies strongly on the data and is not a traditional58

data integration approach (as in [12, 32] for instance), in which an a priori model59

is built, and is later updated from the well and seismic data using an expansive60

optimisation procedure. With this new methodology we want to explore a more61

direct and fast model building based on the geometrical information contained62

in the fronts.63

From a mathematical standpoint, we rely on a Eulerian approach for the64

representation of the front, based on a so-called time-of-arrival function T ,65

whose level-sets define the front at different times. Classically, the time-of-66

arrival function solves the eikonal equation (1.1):67

a|∇xT | = 1 . (1.1)68

where a represents the mobility of the front. This so-called level-set approach69

has already been explored in [8], in which the mobility, a, is supposed to be70

known, and (1.1) is mainly seen as an efficient and flexible front tracking method.71

Indeed, the Fast Marching Method (see [23, 24]) provides with approximate72

solutions of (1.1), with a computational cost of O(N log(N)), where N is the73

number of points involved in the simulation. Moreover, the representation of the74

front through the time of arrival function allows topological changes (merging75

of fronts, mainly) that are much harder to represent with evolving parametric76

curves.77

As mentioned above, in our case the mobility is not known. From the position78

of the front at two different times, the simplest hypothesis is to suppose that79

the mobility is constant along the trajectory of each point carried by the front.80

We will show that this condition can be translated mathematically as:81

∇xa · ∇xT = 0 . (1.2)82
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The system (1.1)-(1.2), once endowed with appropriate boundary conditions83

(defined by the initial front and the initial mobility) forms a closed system84

of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the couple (T, a). In this paper we intro-85

duce a numerical method in order to solve the newly established non-linear sys-86

tem (1.1)-(1.2) based on the Huygens principle, which is the main idea behind87

the Fast-Marching Method. To our knowledge, no previous work was conducted88

on this particular system, limited research has been dedicated to the study of89

systems of Hamilton-Jacobi equations of this type. Among these we can cite [13]90

and [33] as a general case of weaker coupling and [4] for a stronger (yet different91

from ours) coupling between the eikonal equation and a parabolic equation for92

the mobility in the context of crowd motion.93

Our problem is analogous to geodesic shooting (see for instance [20] for the94

matching of two objects, the so-called source and target, through deformations),95

in the sense that, as it is the case for geodesics, the evolution of the front through96

our model is entirely determined by the initial mobility (or initial momentum97

for geodesic shooting). Following this analogy, we design a prediction, pullback,98

and correction algorithm for the matching of the initial and the final front. One99

interesting aspect of our model is that it also provides us with a straight-forward100

extrapolation of the evolution of the front beyond the target.101

The structure of our paper is as follows. First, we will explain how the set102

of equations (1.1)-(1.2) governs the motion of a front moving with a constant-103

along-trajectories mobility. Followed by an explanation of our adaptation of the104

Fast-Marching method along with the shooting algorithm used to match two105

given fronts. Finally, we will test the new framework on ideal test cases and106

on a synthetic seismic case, generated from a real North Sea field simulation107

model.108

2. Mathematical formulation and algorithm109

This section introduces a new mathematical method for the matching of two110

given fronts based on the idea of front-dependent mobility. We start by giving111

a brief account of the derivation of our system of equations (1.1)-(1.2) starting112

from geometrical consideration. While the level-set approach for front propaga-113

tion using the eikonal equation is well established (see [23], for example), it is114

the first time, to our knowledge, that a mobility calculated with the front has115

been considered in the form of a constant along trajectories mobility. We then116

proceed to an adaptation of the Fast-Marching method to compute solutions.117

This aspect is also new : even though (1.1)-(1.2) constitutes a set of coupled118

Hamilton-Jacobi equations which is in principle difficult to solve numerically,119

its derivation from geometrical considerations allows us to use a modified Huy-120

gens principle from which a Fast-Marching method can be obtained. A shooting121

method is finally introduced in order to obtain a mobility field from two known122

fronts at different times.123

124
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2.1. Front propagation and the eikonal equation125

In the following section we will call front the boundaries Γt of domains126

Ωt indexed by time, forming a monotone sequence in the sense of inclusion.127

We will consider that such boundaries can be represented explicitly using a128

parametrization s 7→ γt(s), where we suppose that γt runs along Γt in an anti-129

clockwise manner. It is useful to note that the unit (outwards) normal and130

(anti-clockwise) tangent vector of Γt at the point γt(s) is written as:131

τ(γt(s)) =

d

ds
γt(s)∣∣∣∣ ddsγt(s)

∣∣∣∣ , n(γt(s)) = Rτ(γt(s)) , (2.3)132

where R denotes a rotation of −π/2. Front propagation phenomena involve a133

normal motion of Γt with a strictly positive speed, a, considered to be dependent134

on space. This can be translated, from the point of view of the parametrization135

of Γt as :136

γ̇t(s) = a(γt(s))n(γt(s)) , (2.4)137

where γ̇ is the derivative of γ with respect to time (for s fixed). While this138

description of front propagation is comprehensive and explicit, it requires the139

front to remain a Jordan curve for all times, i.e. γt(s1) 6= γt(s2) for s1 6=140

s2, continuously differentiable parametrization γt, in order for n to be defined141

properly with (2.3). It is well known that this is not guaranteed by (2.4) in142

general, and that corners, and self-intersections may appear in finite time. To143

solve this problem, the classical method is to consider a time-of-arrival function,144

defined by:145

T (x) = min
x∈Γt

t . (2.5)146

Clearly, the front Γt is the set of points x such that T (x) = t. In other words,147

Γt is the t-level set of T :148

Γt = T−1(t) . (2.6)149

Also, for any given s in the domain of definition of γt, we have:150

T (γt(s)) = t , (2.7)151

which implies that:152

d

dt
T (γt(s)) = 1 , (2.8)153

d

ds
T (γt(s)) = 0 . (2.9)154

Using the chain rule, we obtain from (2.8) and (2.9):155

∇xT (γt(s)) · γ̇t(s) = a(γt(s))∇xT (γt(s)) · n(γt(s)) = 1 , (2.10)156

∇xT (γt(s)) ·
d

ds
γt(s) =

∣∣∣∣ ddsγt(s)
∣∣∣∣ ∇xT (γt(s)) · τ(γt(s)) = 0 , (2.11)157
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Huygens principle on a viscosity solution of |∇T | = 1, with T = 0
on a square. Left: isolines of the solution; right: envelope of a wavefront for sources on the
initial front (red: forwards in time, blue: backwards in time).

where ∇x denotes the spatial gradient. The equation (2.11) shows that ∇T is158

orthogonal to the tangent vector at γt(s). Denoting x = γt(s), we hence have159

n(x) =
∇xT (x)

|∇xT (x)|
. (2.12)160

Combining (2.10) and (2.12) we obtain the eikonal equation:161

a(x) |∇xT (x)| = 1 . (2.13)162

Solving (2.13), endowed with the boundary/initial condition T (x) = 0 for x ∈ Γ0163

(where Γ0 is supposed to be known), provides with the evolution of the front164

through (2.6). Note that this method does not solve a priori the problem of165

the apparition of corners, which is now translated into a loss of differentiability166

of T , and hence a loss of sense for equation (2.13). However, the notion of167

weak solutions allows us to give a meaning to non-smooth solutions of (2.13),168

the trade-off being the loss of uniqueness. Among all possible weak solutions,169

the so-called ”viscosity solution” introduced by Crandall and Lions in [5] selects170

the ”physical” solution, in the sense that it satisfies the Huygens principle. In171

other words, the front can be propagated by considering the envelope of a wave-172

front generated by a continuous distribution of sources from the initial front (see173

Fig. 1). The Fast-Marching Method, that we will introduce later, and adapt to174

our particular case, solves the eikonal equation numerically by taking advantage175

of the Huygens principle.176

2.2. Formulation of the front matching problem177

Our front matching problem is designed to fulfil two purposes: first, given178

the front at two different times Γ0 and Γ1 we wish to obtain a mobility field a179

between these two fronts. The first problem is infamously ill-posed1, and some180

1if we try to match two circles of radius 1 and 2 respectively, any mobility field of the form
a = f(r) > 0 where

∫ 2
1 f(r)dr = 1 works
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a priori knowledge of a needs to be added. Analogous to geodesic shooting181

methods in which the momentum is conserved (although the notion of geodesics182

for fronts is not clear in our case), we choose to restrict a to constant-along-183

trajectories values:184

d

dt
a(γt(s)) = 0 . (2.14)185

Again using the chain rule, and equations (2.4)-(2.12), we end up with:186

∇xa · ∇xT = 0 . (2.15)187

With this restriction, the matching problem consists of finding a0 such that it188

minimises d(T−1(1),Γ1) (for a given notion of distance between fronts), where189

T and a0 are related by the system of Hamilton-Jacobi equations190

a |∇xT | = 1 , in Ω , (2.16)191

∇xa · ∇xT = 0 , in Ω , (2.17)192

T = 0 , and a = a0 , on Γ0 . (2.18)193

where Γ0 and Γ1 are given, and Ω is the part of the plane between these two194

fronts. Note that, to our knowledge, the mathematical well-posedness of the cou-195

pled system (2.16)-(2.17) is not established. However, the numerical method de-196

scribed in the next section makes use of the Huygens principle described above,197

hence the numerical solution obtained are ”physical” approximate solutions in198

that sense.199

2.3. The Fast-Marching method for the Coupled System200

In this section we detail the principles of the fast-marching method for the201

calculation of approximate solutions of the system (2.16)-(2.18). This method202

is based on the propagation of the time-of-arrival function, from known regions203

(initially a neighbourhood of the initial front) into unknown regions. In this sec-204

tion we follow the formulation in [23], in which the method is constructed using205

the Huygens principle, and later shown to be an approximation of the eikonal206

equation. The general structure of our version of the Fast-Marching algorithm207

follows the one of the classical Fast-Matching method. Our contribution lies in208

the handling of the mobility of the front, which is updated at the same time as209

the time-of-arrival function, contrary to the classical case in which the mobility210

is fixed beforehand.211

First, let us give a brief outline of the general structure of the classical212

Fast-Marching algorithm. We consider a discretization of space on a uniform213

grid (xi, yj) for i = 1 . . Nx, j = 1 . . Ny, and denote the approximate values214

of T (xi, yj) and a(xi, yj) with Tij and aij . Let us suppose that the front and215

its mobility are known in a region of the mesh (see Fig. 2, left, blue nodes).216

From these known values, it is possible to obtain candidate values for both T217

and a in a region adjacent to the known region (see Fig. 2, left, red nodes).218

This operation will be called the ”update” step, and will be detailed later. This219
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Figure 2: Illustration of the evolution of the regions (blue, red and white for respectively the
known, candidate and unknown regions respectively) in one step of the fast-marching method.
The darker colours indicate newly known or candidate nodes.

”update” step will be specific to our new approach and hence will differ from220

the classical case.221

Once all candidate values of T are known, the smallest is considered as the222

new known value (see Fig. 2, middle, dark blue node), and the candidate values223

have to be updated again from this new known region. This process is repeated224

until all the values of the grid are accepted.225

Of course, the only values of the candidate region that require an update226

at this point are candidate or unknown values adjacent to the newly accepted227

value (see Fig. 2, right, dark red nodes). A heap structure is used to store the228

candidate values so that the minimal value can be found very quickly. This is229

made possible by the fact that only a few values are updated at each step of230

the algorithm. This particular feature is essential for the N log(N) complexity231

of the algorithm. This aspect of the Fast-Marching algorithm is already well-232

established and is actually inherited from Dijkstra’s algorithm of shortest paths233

on a graph.234

The ”update” step consists in calculating a candidate value from neighbour-235

ing known values of T and a. Let us consider one quadrant, where the candidate236

node of index i, j is surrounded by two neighbours indexed with the subscript237

H (for horizontal) and V (for vertical), as depicted in Fig. 3. We will denote238

with hx and hy the steps of the mesh in both directions. We will denote T (θ)239

and a(θ), for θ ∈ [0, 1] linear interpolations of the time of arrival and mobility240

functions between the horizontal and vertical neighbour nodes:241

T (θ) = θ TH + (1− θ)TV , (2.19)242

a(θ) = θ aH + (1− θ) aV . (2.20)243

We also denote ~τ(θ) = (hxθ, hy(1− θ)) the vector coming from the interpolate244

node, pointing to the candidate node (see Fig. 3).245

The time of arrival at the candidate node for a circular wave-front starting246

at the interpolate node at the time T (θ), with the mobility a(θ) is given as:247

Tij(θ) = a(θ)|~τ(θ)|+ T (θ) . (2.21)248

The Huygens principle states that the time of arrival of the front is given by the249

8
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Figure 3: Illustration of the notations used for the calculation of a candidate node, knowing
two neighbour nodes.

minimum of Tij(θ) over all possible values of θ in [0, 1]:250

Tij = min
θ∈[0,1]

a(θ)|~τ(θ)|+ T (θ) . (2.22)251

Denoting the minimiser of Tij(θ) as θ∗, propagating a with the front yields:252

aij = a(θ∗) . (2.23)253

Usually,the minimisation problem for the eikonal equation with a given mobility254

is solved explicitly. Our approach is slightly different, because minimising Tij(θ)255

is much more challenging given the dependence of a in θ. To overcome this256

challenge, we chose to solve the minimisation problem involved in the calculation257

of the candidate node numerically, using Newton’s method (pre-conditioned258

with a dichotomic research of the minimum). Performing this operation for all259

quadrants of candidate nodes containing known values, and taking the minimum260

for T over these quadrants will provide the actual candidate value Ti,j .261

2.4. The shooting algorithm262

We recall, from subsection 2.2 that our problem consists of finding a0 such263

that d(T−1(1),Γ1) is minimal where T solves (2.16)-(2.18), for the given Γ0 and264

Γ1. The algorithm 1 below explains how we exploited the analogy between the265

aforementioned problem and the idea of shooting and correction. The algorithm266

consists of three main steps. First, given an initial mobility on Γ0, a propagation267

of the front is obtained by solving (2.16)-(2.18) with the Fast-Marching Method268

described above, providing the time of arrival function T (Fig. 4a). Second,269

a local measurement between the predicted front T−1(1) and Γ1 is performed270

(Fig. 4b). Finally, this measurement of distance is pulled back on the initial271

front by following the trajectories back in time, and is used for a correction of272

the initial mobility (Fig. 4c).273

9



These three steps are repeated until the maximum of the correction is suit-
ably small, i.e.

max(δrm0) ≤ h .

Where h is the pixel size. This stopping criterion means that the algorithm274

continues until the change of initial mobility induces a change of less than h for275

the distance travelled by the front.276
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1
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m
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c)

T (1)
-1
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Figure 4: Illustration of the three main steps in the main loop of the algorithm 1: a) shooting
step : we represent Γ0 in black, Γ1 in blue, and the blue dashed line represents the propagated
front starting from Γ0, with an initial velocity a0 represented in red (the black dotted lines
represent corresponding trajectories); b) distance measurements and pullback: The dark green
arrows represent the distances m1 between the final and propagated fronts, and the light green
arrows represent the pulled-back distancesm0, obtained by following the trajectories back onto
Γ0, scaled by a factor δr = 1/2; c) correction and new propagation: the lighter red arrows
are the new initial mobilities a0 obtained by adding the light green arrows in (b) and the red
arrows in (a).
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Data: An initial front Γ0 and a final front Γ1, with their signed distance
functions d0 and d1. A tolerance ε, a step δ.

Result: A mobility map a, a time of arrival function T matching Γ0 and
Γ1

Set an initial guess for a0 (typically a constant value).

while max(δ m0) > h do

Shooting step: compute (T, a) by solving, given a0:

a |∇xT | = 1 , in Ω ,

∇xa · ∇xT = 0 , in Ω ,

T = 0 , and a = a0 , on Γ0 .

Measurement of the local distance between T−1(1) and Γ1:

m1 = d1|T−1(1)

Pull-back of m1 onto Γ0 by solving, for m:

∇xm · ∇xT = 0 , in Ω ,

T = 1 , and m = a1 , on Γ1 .

Correction step:
a0 := a0 − δ m0 ,

where m0 = m|Γ0
.

end
Algorithm 1: Shooting and correction algorithm.
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3. An Ideal Case Study277

First, we consider an artificial test-case in order to illustrate the algorithm 1.278

The input data (Γ0, Γ1) are generated in the following manner. First, we select a279

particular contour of a Gaussian random field to obtain Γ0. In this instance, Γ0280

is made of two different pieces (see Fig. 5 , black line). Second, another random281

field is used to generate the artificial mobility a∗ that will serve as ground truth282

(see Fig. 5a, colors). Finally, the front Γ1 is obtained by propagating the front283

Γ0 using a∗ until t = 1 using the classical fast-marching method (see Fig. 5,284

blue line). Our goal is then to recover an approximation of a∗ only from the285

knowledge of (Γ0, Γ1), using the previously described shooting algorithm.286

The Fig. 5b presents the reconstructed final front and mobility map obtained287

with the algorithm 1, in this particular test-case. These results are in good qual-288

itative agreement with the actual data of this artificial test-case (see Fig. 5ab).289

Remarkably, the algorithm is able to capture the merging of the two pieces of290

the front, which is a common feature in porous media flows. Unsurprisingly, the291

most important differences appear near places of discontinuity, or delay, for the292

reconstructed mobility (see Fig. 5c). As we will explain later, these so-called293

caustics are the fundamental reason behind the fact that it is general impossible294

to obtain a perfect shot. Here, fairly good approximation of the final front is295

reached.296

4. The Seismic Test Cases297

4.1. Methodology298

A water injection scenario (see Fig. 6) from a real North Sea reservoir simula-299

tion model is used as a real case from which synthetic seismic is generated. This300

field consisting of a cluster of wells injecting water for oil sweep and reservoir301

pressure support has resulted in progressively increasing waterflood patterns302

over a production period. The 4D seismic response to water saturation increase303

has been captured on two-dimensional synthetic seismic attribute maps (depth-304

averages of the seismic response to increasing waterflood). This synthetic seismic305

data is created by convolving a field-extracted wavelet, with computed elastic306

properties ( [1]) from a history-matched reservoir simulation model. This en-307

sures that the synthetic data is able to reasonably replicate the reservoir and308

its responses to a water flood. Consequently for the low impedance sand in309

this field, a waterflood results in an increase in the seismic impedance as oil310

is substituted by water. In this context, there is a direct correlation between311

water saturation increase and increase in seismic impedance. As the wells are312

consistently injecting water into the reservoir (Fig. 6), four seismic surveys are313

obtained during that time: one pre-production baseline survey and three sub-314

sequent monitor surveys. Successive time-lapsed seismic attribute maps of the315

three time-lapsed surveys (differences of monitor and baseline surveys) show316

resolved increase in water saturation from injected water indicated by the ’blue’317

drainage pattern around the well. As increase in pressure (accompanying in-318

crease in water saturation with injection) results in a contrasting time-lapsed319
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Figure 5: Presentation of an ideal case generated by a random experiment. The black line
represents the initial front Γ0, the blue line (figure a) is the final front Γ1. The dashed blue
line (figure b,c) represents the best shot obtained with the algorithm 1. The colored map in
figures a) and b) represent (renormalised) mobility maps, on figure a) we represent the true
mobility, while in picture b) we represent the reconstructed mobility. The figure c) shows the
absolute value of the difference between the true and reconstructed mobilities.
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Figure 6: Injection well scenarios considered, injection in W1 stopped at the same time W4
started. The two scenarios are then under a constant water injection, therefore the waterflood
front will constantly increase.

signal which obscures the water-saturation signal of interest, a water saturation320

dominant signal is a pre-requisite in the application of this method. This ensures321

that the seismic signal interpreted as water saturation increase, is mainly from322

the increased water volume, without destructive interference of the pressure323

signal. This 4D seismic response to waterflooding, referred to as ’Hardening’, il-324

luminates the flooded area seen as the blue signal surrounding the wells (Fig. 7).325

These well-centric hardening maps constitutes case study 1. Simultaneously, a326

set of corresponding well-centric water saturation maps were extracted directly327

from the flow simulation model prior to seismic signal generation. This set of328

simulation model maps forms case study 2 (Fig. 8). It is worth mentioning that329

the true results (front at a later time t) for these two cases exist as they were330

extracted from the simulation model. This allows a direct comparison of the331

predicted fronts from our method to the true results332

Our front propagation prediction method is then applied to the series of333

interpreted 4D seismic waterflood patterns for case study 1 and 2. A first step of334

our workflow consists of extracting fronts (segmentation) from the waterflood for335

each case. The approach is detailed in section 2 and summarised in Fig. 9. Only336

two fronts, a source and a target, are required. From these, the methodology337

and algorithm described in section 2 are applied and a prediction is generated338

in the form of a mobility map.339
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Figure 7: Case study 1, water saturation injection and expansion in blue at three different
time steps, survey (2-1), (3-1),(4-1). W1 and W4 being the injecting wells.
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Figure 8: Case study 2, 4D synthetic seismic maps showing the hardening response to evolving
waterflood fronts (in blue) for four time-lapsed surveys: Survey (2-1), (3-1),(4-1). W1 and
W4 being the injecting wells.

Figure 9: Summary of the workflow applied to the case 1 and 2 to compute the Prediction
from Front (PfF) model
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4.2. Results340

In this section we present the results given by our algorithm in terms of341

mobility estimation and front prediction from the data presented in the previous342

section that will be considered as the truth. From the maps shown in Figs 7-343

8, we delineated two sequences of monotonic fronts (see Figs. 10c), 12c), 11c),344

13c)), and used them as inputs for our algorithm.345

In each case we use two consecutive real fronts to run our simulations: in346

Fig 10a) and Fig. 12a) we use the first and the second front, while in Fig 11a)347

and Fig. 13a) we use the second and the last front. In each case the first front348

used will be called the source and the second will be called the target. The best349

matching we have obtained with our shooting algorithm are presented with350

dashed lines on the panel b) of each of these figures.351

The predicted mobility maps for case study 1 and 2 are presented in Fig. 10-352

d), Fig 11-d), Fig. 12-d) and Fig 13-d) using a color maps. The predicted fronts353

are presented in the same figures using dashed lines.354

In the case study 1 (Fig. 10), the predicted mobility map shows a rapid355

expansion to the westwards, and a no-flow to the south. These are in full agree-356

ment with the reality/truth (blue line). However the model cannot guess that357

in the next step the water flood will be restricted in the North-East, probably358

due to a geological barrier (baffle, fault, sand body limit). It can only extrapo-359

late from available information given as the two time-lapse surveys (black and360

green lines) which do not indicate a barrier in this interval of time. The current361

model, however, can be corrected by adding this extra information which gives362

Fig. 11. For this, the workflow (Fig. 9), was iterated, using the green line as363

the source and the blue line as the target. The new prediction is significantly364

improved and now matches the latest front more accurately. In the case study365

2 ( see Fig. 12) the predicted mobility map almost perfectly matches the future366

true front in blue (Fig. 12-d). The higher predicted mobility noticed in the367

north-west compared to the true front (blue) can be corrected by integrating368

the latest front (Fig. 13-d). This is a good example of no-hidden geological flow369

obstructions, which results in an excellent prediction based only on two fronts370

extracted from the seismic signal. It is interesting to observe that the twisted371

lobe at the south-east part is not a problem for our method and algorithm,372

also, the eastern part of the isolated lobe, does not impede the ability of the373

algorithm to predict the next front.374

These two cases showed the robustness of the method on non-uniform fronts375

and heterogeneous formation, with the expected limitation due to the lack of376

information.377

4.2.1. An interesting result378

The success of our method’s application is further highlighted by its ability379

to correctly predict a front propagation direction from seismic surveys, a pre-380

diction which would be difficult to infer from porosity and permeability maps381

alone (Fig. 14). As seen in Fig. 14, the two-dimensional porosity and permeabil-382

ity maps for the same area suggest a progressive increase in properties in the383
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Figure 10: Process of prediction in case 1. a) black line is the source as the light green is the
target, b) black line is the source while the green is the ”optimal shot” or the best prediction,
c) is all the segmented front extracted from the surveys, finally d) superimposes the calculated
mobility map with front predictions (dashed lines) and segmented fronts (plain lines).

Figure 11: Same methodology for case 1, as in Fig. 10, but this time the source is the green
line as the target is the blue line. a) green line is the source as the blue line is the target, b)
green line is the source while the blue dotted line is the ”optimal shot” or the best prediction,
c) is all the segmented front extracted from the surveys, finally d) superimposes the calculated
mobility map with front predictions (dashed lines) and segmented fronts (plain lines).
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Figure 12: Process of prediction in case 2. a) black line is the source as the light green is the
target, b) black line is the source while the green is the ”optimal shot” or the best prediction,
c) is all the segmented front extracted from the surveys, finally d)superimposes the calculated
mobility map with front predictions (dashed lines) and segmented fronts (plain lines).

Figure 13: Same methodology for case 2, as in Fig. 10, but this time the source is the green
line as the target is the blue line. a) green line is the source as the blue line is the target, b)
green line is the source while the blue dotted line is the ”optimal shot” or the best prediction,
c) is all the segmented front extracted from the surveys, finally d) superimposes the calculated
mobility map with front predictions (dashed lines) and segmented fronts (plain lines).
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Figure 14: Left: Porosity Average map. Right: Permeability average map

south-east direction. Given this, a waterflood evolution in the same direction384

is to be expected. Predicted by our method however, we forecast propagation385

in the opposite direction, toward the north-east. As we are privy to the suc-386

cessive front, we know that our method obtained the correct direction. This387

is an excellent example, where with a fast overview based on just two fronts,388

no further analysis of the geological structure, our method has sufficient infor-389

mation to make a correct prediction, which is impossible to infer just based on390

the porosity and permeability maps as described above. The reservoir used in391

the case studies is actually a turbidite reservoir characterized by channelized392

sandstone depositions terminating in silt-sand interbedding. The deposits typi-393

cally have boundaries or lithofacies between sand bodies generated by different394

flows. In this case, marginal lithofacies of poor quality reservoir with high shale395

content encase the injector well area 400m in the south-east, acting almost, as396

a barrier to flow. The net-to-gross property (Fig. 15a) indicates the distinction397

between facies of the reservoir around the well, showing increased shale content398

(low NTG) obstructing flow in the south-east direction. This corresponds to the399

reduced pore-volume (product of NTG and porosity) in the same area as seen in400

Fig. 15b. Transmissibility differences caused by these inter-facies barriers also401

play a role in the fluid flow direction, with fluid naturally flowing towards areas402

of least resistance. The thin section of the reservoir (30m) inclined by more than403

30 degrees (Fig. 15(c)), also contributes the additional factor of gravity forces404

on the volume of water injected. Under these circumstances, the waterflood has405

a preferential downdip flow in the north-west direction, as analysed correctly by406

our method.407

5. Discussion408

5.1. Influence of noise409

We assessed the robustness of the algorithm through a perturbation of the410

second and third front (see green and blue respectively in Fig. 13). Perturbations411

are generated in order to simulate noise or structural errors in the observed data412

and evaluate the influence on the forecasting. We deteriorated the input images413

as shown in Fig. 8 by adding independent Gaussian random noises with a power414

spectral density decreasing like 1/|k|1.5 where k is the 2D space frequency, the415

amount of noise is chosen in such a way that it accounts for 20% of the image416
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Figure 15: (a) Average map of net-to-gross distribution. (b) Average map of pore-volume
distribution and (c) cross-section of pore-volume through plane A-A’

amplitude on average. Perturbations were restricted to an area around the417

waterflood front, because it does not make sense to generate noise outside of418

this zone.419

We performed a Monte Carlo sampling, with 500 realizations or perturbed420

fronts, with each realization being an instance of the second and third front421

(Fig. 16a). The Fig. 16b shows the mean error map between each of the 500422

mobility maps calculated with the shooting algorithm and the non-perturbed423

case (reference). We first notice that the sensitivity of the mobility caused by the424

noise widely varies in the image. Excluding the north-west part of the the fronts,425

the general trend is the following: in the neighbourhood of the outermost front,426

the variation is around 10 to 20% of the unperturbed mobility, which is expected427

given that the added noise is about 20% of the image amplitude. The further428

we go outwards, the greater the uncertainty is, which is also expected from a429

method based on shooting. For the north-west region, we notice a variation430

of mobility starting at about 60%. This is due to the fact that the values of431

water saturation in this area are small and therefore more affected by noise.432

This can be confirmed by Fig. 16a in which we observe more variability on the433

realisations of the blue fronts.434

This last point confirms the need for an uncertainty analysis on segmenta-435

tion. Indeed our method relies only on an appropriate characterization of fronts.436

Our model propagates the uncertainty in an obvious manner: a given variability437

on the position induces a variability of the same magnitude, on the mobility.438

The proper delineation of a water front from an observed data that contains439

noise and structural errors, is an important and challenging question that is out440

of the scope of this paper. This belongs to the class of segmentation problem.441

5.2. The Method and Results442

In the context of 4D seismic data integration, we present here a method443

forecasting the evolution of fronts based on only two time-lapsed sequences. It444

has been applied to a synthetic 4D seismic attribute extracted from a real-world445
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Figure 16: Uncertainty quantification through a Monte-Carlo method for the case described
in Fig. 13. On a) we show the different realisations of the source and target fronts obtained
by adding a Gaussian random noise to the input images shown in Fig. 8 before thresholding.
On b) we show with colors the relative deviation of the mobility obtained with our method.

simulation model. One important point is that the Prediction from Front (PfF)446

method developed in this study will consequently work as well on direct observed447

seismic or pressure and saturation maps generated from 4D seismic inversion448

(see Fig. 17), the algorithm only requires delineated fronts as inputs.449

Availability and good quality of a series of interpretable seismic surveys450

mapping the waterflood are prerequisites in application of this method. This451

is in addition to the condition that for the 4D seismic signal, increase in water452

saturation signal must be the dominating signal along with detectable flood453

front evolution. Undeniably, the contour of the waterflood must be extracted as454

a primary input to the shooting method. A key, valuable point of the method455

is its ability to successfully capture the difficult tortuosity of a front, which456

makes the method adaptable to real field cases. As shown in the case study 1,457

the model (as any models) cannot guess a missing information from the data458

input, like a geological barrier for instance. The mobility map can however be459

easily edited and new features added. This creates an editable mobility map,460

which can be considered as a quick fluid flow simulation, from which geological461

barriers, or connectivity information could be drawn. Another consideration462

could be the addition of wells to the mobility map. These edits would then lead463

to a new quick way of integrating data into our model. More importantly, in464

4.2.1 we saw that the PfF is able to exceed inferences from the permeability465

and porosity maps, further supporting the quick-proxy use of the method and466

a possible use within a more classical HM workflow.467

In this respect, the computing time in the test cases shown in Fig. 10-13 is468

under two minutes on a 2013 mid-tier laptop computer, with a rather average469

implementation of the algorithm. The performance of fast-marching type meth-470

ods is due to their O(N log(N)) complexity. The artificial test-case detailed in471

section 3, which is calculated on a 128 × 128 grid runs in 90seconds, hence, if472

we consider a 3D case with a 128× 128× 128 grid, we can expect the algorithm473

to run in about 90 ∗ 128 ∗ (1 + log(128)/ log(1282)) = 17280 seconds. Gains474

in performance can be achieved by optimising the implementation, as well as475

considering a parallel version of the algorithm.476

In Fig. 10-13 we can see that the present model tends to smooth out the front,477
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Figure 17: Summary of the different workflow configurations used in seismic data integration,
where the Prediction from Front (PfF) modeling could be used.

particularly for the matching (Fig. 10-13b), and the prediction (Fig. 10-13d),478

and that the originally sharp fronts appear more rounded. For the matching of479

the initial and final front, this is due to the shooting technique, and the fact that480

the correction might not be ”seen” by some part of the initial front. The reason481

for this is the crossing of trajectories, which happens if the initial and final482

front become too far from each other. This aspect could be later improved, by483

designing a better front matching algorithm (not necessarily based on forwards484

or backwards shooting).485

The criteria we used to select the contours of the waterflood could have been486

more sophisticated, nevertheless, it was enough to delineate a significant move487

of the front in both cases 1 and 2. Additionally, a three dimensional approach488

would significantly improve the precision of the output map.489

Finally, the well-posedness of solutions to the system of Hamilton-Jacobi490

equations (2.16)-(2.18) and anisotropy would be an interesting extension of this491

work.492

6. Conclusion493

We developed a new methodology to generate forecasting of fronts, based494

on synthetic 4D seismic data generated from a real-world reservoir simulation495

model. This method is based on a tracking formulation of the problem (match-496

ing two given fronts), which include the resolution of the eikonal equations by497

using the Fast-Marching method and finally the shooting algorithm itself which498
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generate the prediction. This novel method has been proven to work well in499

theory and in practice on a real-world waterflood example.500

501

This study has been carried out in the subsurface context, where multiphase502

simulations in porous media are well-known to be extremely complex. The503

data assimilation, called history matching is still an unsolved problem for which504

there is no consensus, among the community, on how to update the simulation505

model from the tremendous amount of data we have at our disposal. Especially,506

integrating 4D seismic data is an arduous task, because of the embedded un-507

certainty (noise, errors), due to acquisition, processing and interpretation. This508

new method proposes a different approach to data integration as usually, his-509

tory matching starts with an initial model, which already contains errors. This510

”wrong” initial model limits the flexibility of optimisation algorithms ending up511

at good enough final realizations, possibly leading to a false update of the model,512

because of the non-unicity character of the inverse problem. This PfF method513

is definitely not a replacement of the very elaborated and complex multi-scale514

multi-physics simulation model update, that we still need. Rather, it is a paral-515

lel tool to quickly infer flow directions, based on two seismic surveys instigating516

initial discussions between geophysicists and reservoir engineers. Also, it can be517

considered as a proxy to be incorporated into the HM loop. An interesting point518

of this new method is that, the generated mobility map, could be a fast-track519

model prediction, where more information (barriers, wells, permeability, con-520

nectivity, etc..) could be added. The enhancement of the mobility map would521

benefit from and blend very well with machine learning methods. The strength522

of this new proposed approach, being more strongly driven by the information523

from the data, is its alignment more towards information-driven model-assisted524

than a model-driven data-assisted approach. In the era of constant growth of525

data and data quality, a more direct data-driven approach is to be considered526

for a forecasting framework.527

528

Finally, the technique presented here is rather phenomenological than spe-529

cific for the physics or the context involved. Hence, our method can be applied530

to other phenomena involving monotonic front propagation such as, groundwa-531

ter management. It could also be applicable to the analysis of tumour growth532

in medical imaging.533
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